Much of the discussion at Monday night's meeting in the City Hall was over a proposed self-regulating guideline which was submitted by the Inter-embassy to the City. The creation of the subcommittee was an indirect result of a post-scientific and non-legislative form of the guideline. Members of the subcommittee submitted lengthy, such as TO's, within the San Luis Obispo city limits. According to the City Clerk's office the ordinance number (1837) received preliminary approval and was passed to print in the Nov. 18 council meeting.

At the Dec. 6 City Council meeting, the TGIF matter was referred to the Human Relations Commission for a 30-day investigative period. The Human Relations Commission formed the subcommittee to specifically study the TGIF situation. The 13 students who attended the meeting voiced their opinions on a proposed self-regulating guideline which was submitted by the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC). It was generally agreed by subcommittee members that the guideline was too vague.

(Continued on page 8)
**Accusations bring useless polarization**

****Editor****

This letter is written to answer the false, flowery, and inaccurate attacks made at the last SAC meeting.

A short statement of facts concerning exactly what went on that night is in order. There were about 1:6 people in student government (including myself) present at a SAC meeting in an attempt to find out all the information surrounding the Judicially's ruling (concerning the legality of the method followed in the testing of the Finance Committee members). This was not a "secret sauce" or an "appalling" attempt to get some information straight regarding the very legal proceedings leading up to the court's ruling, so that we could hopefully find some necessary facts out of SAC meeting time.

Further allegations were made at SAC of people being "prevented" (this voting one way or the other. This did not occur; after the meeting, I could go to any subject (one and a half hours) those present were asked how they felt about the matter—no threats, baseball bats, etc. were used.

I would like to ask that these "responsibilities" consider the schema invariably caused in the ranks of both SAC and C.U.B.Q. How can one person possibly profit from the result of polarization.

Dan Cook

*Selects and Math Rep.*

---

**Topics unlimited**

**CU deficits linked to empty rooms**

---

**Concert review is reviewed**

**'Huck writing' downed:**

---

**Applause met concert**

---

**Mobs say war**

---

**Students abuse power?**

---

**Acquisitions bring useless polarization**

---

**Editor**

I feel that the students should be made aware of certain abuses of power perpetrated by members of SAC.

I am referring to a Student Judiciary ruling that the ABF provided to me and matters of finances to committee, and that those 10 members were, I believe, slightly incorrect in their assumption, even though incorrectly appeared.

I have tried of many you will know that there has been been "secret" and C.U.B.Q. to discuss away of the student body, and not to influence those possibly4.32 decided wrong votes. One of the swing being the major issue. Could be due to these reasons between the power and that of SAC.

During these secret meetings, Pete Evans, Raymond DeGroote and Dave Leger assured me that the action was involved, only correcting a procedural mistake and not politically motivated.

Within those meetings it was stated that Georgia Hays, a member of the SAC, and Jeanne Spurrie would not be reappointed because they do not vote for the majority. I was advised of these meetings by Evans to contact other SAC members to convince them of the righteousness of the procedural change. Inviting Kathy Bader, Greg Williams, Richard Demerie and Joe Martinez to the secret meeting was rejected. They might discuss and be better left uninterested.

Pete, you couldn't change anyone's mind in a committee like that—someone could not change the Committee.

In student government representatives are not elected to believe we have believe or can a small group conducting secret meetings decide the policies?

Steve Depper
Hill is the wrong color
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A doggy's dilemma

by JANIE GLOCKNER

The dog catcher has never been heralded as one of our nation's heroes. Dog lovers everywhere have united against this man who lies in wait to pounce upon helpless pups as they take a stroll to the nearest fire hydrant.

Perhaps this image is a false one, but there is definitely an overpopulation of dogs and cats and a problem of animal control. The job has to be done by someone.

In 1968, five out of six puppies and kittens died without finding homes. Like overpopulation everywhere, the problem is not decreasing but increasing at a tremendous rate.

In San Luis Obispo County, the job is done by the SPCA in the form of Wood's Animal Shelter. The shelter, a combination of both the Humans Society and Animal Control, functions mainly as an adoption agency in helping to relocate the animals.

The shelter also handles reports of cruelty to animals, picks up strays, and collects sick and injured animals. All of the injured are taken to a veterinarian for care.

Although their purpose is to protect the dogs and to help people, the Humane Society gets hassled by people at almost every stop. The battle against dog workers, everything from throwing rocks, hunting, and calling names to threatening to do them harm to the officers.

Perhaps the biggest concern to animal lovers is what happens to the animals when the dogs and cats are killed. The shelter is necessary for getting an independent switchboard. All college telephone numbers are on the Centrex system.

Intra-college phone numbers are handled by the commercial downtown telephone office. All college campus telephones, once a few operators did the job, are handled by the college's independent switchboard. All college campus telephones have the 846 prefix.

The number nine before the usual series of seven digits automatically connects the caller with the downtown branch. All campus calls are directed to the downtown telephone office.

Campus calling easier with Centrex system

Placing an on-campus call, dialing the three additional numbers is virtually unnecessary.

Off-campus calls are directed to the downtown telephone office. The Centrex system has not always been a college convenience. Before the system was introduced seven-and-one-half years ago, Mrs. McDonald and another operator were cubbyhole in a room in the Business Administration and Education building. The operators spent their entire working day manually placing each call with a cumbersome PBX switchboard.

Approximately 450 telephones were in use on the campus before the changeover to the Centrex system was made. The Centrex was called "the most efficient system possible" by a system analyst. Before the system was introduced, seven-and-one-half years ago, Mrs. McDonald and another operator were cubbyhole in a room in the Business Administration and Education building. The operators spent their entire working day manually placing each call with a cumbersome PBX switchboard.

Approximately 450 telephones were in use on the campus before the changeover to the Centrex system was made. The Centrex was called "the most efficient system possible" by an information specialist. The system was introduced in a room in the Business Administration and Education building. The operators spent their entire working day manually placing each call with a cumbersome PBX switchboard.

Approximately 450 telephones were in use on the campus before the changeover to the Centrex system was made. The Centrex was called "the most efficient system possible" by an information specialist. The system was introduced in a room in the Business Administration and Education building. The operators spent their entire working day manually placing each call with a cumbersome PBX switchboard.

According to the Humans Society, these problems of overpopulation and animal control can be greatly reduced if people would take better care of their animals, have them spayed and keep them off the streets.

State law presently requires all cats released by the society to be spayed or neutered. This might eventually include dogs, too.

In THE NETWORK on Higuera

INDERELLA'S Bicycle

FURTHER REDUCTIONS in our Clearance

including...

A group of long Cami hair coats... Were 85.00 NOW ONLY 43.00

Warm Peajackets in purple, light blue or navy

Were 60.00 NOW ONLY 30.00

Interlined Canvas Jackets, great for skiing

Were 50.00, NOW ONLY 25.00

GARLAND SEPARATES: PANTS, TOPS AND SKIRTS-DRAMATICALLY REDUCED

DRESSES-ROBES-LONG SKIRTS AND DRESSES AT GREAT REDUCTIONS!

...and other things!
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Alcohol law antiquated

Senator seeks legislation

by CLAUDIA GALLOWAY

A move to do away with an "antiquated" law regarding the sale of alcoholic beverages near college campuses has been made by State Senator Mervyn D. Dymally.

Terming present law "com­parative" and "out of date," Dymally has introduced legislation to eliminate the requirements that off-site sale of alcoholic beverages cannot be made within specified distances from college campuses.

The bill, Senate Bill 35, would apply only to package sales of beer, wine and liquor, and would not affect regulations dealing with on-site sale near campuses, the Los Angeles legislator pointed out. Sale would still be prohibited on campuses.

"Current law says that package sales cannot be made within one and a half miles of a college campus. But at least 20 exceptions and exemptions have been passed, varying the distance at different college sites," Dymally said. "And it is legal for a package store to deliver within the 14 mile zone."

"As a result, the present law is little more than a fiction, one which gives special breaks to some stores and package firms, while discriminating against others," he added.

Exemptions in the past have included such things as allowing wise and champagne on the Fresno campus because of the wine-making curriculum. According to Bob Timone, assistant dean of students, this campus has been held to the letter. "There is no provision in the law which still prohibits sale to immature youngsters," Dymally said.

Statistics indicate that over half of the students on this campus are 21 or older. And with the 18-year-old vote it can be speculated that the legal drinking age may soon be lowered. What effects these factors may have on laws regarding alcohol on college campuses is anybody's guess, but several other states already allow alcoholic beverages to be sold on campuses.

"The bill doesn't change the law which still prohibits sale to those under 21. It merely recognizes that many college students are over 21, married and with families, and recent being treated as though they were still immature youths," Dymally said.

Realists indicate that over half of the students on this campus are 21 or older. And with the 18-year-old vote it can be speculated that the legal drinking age may soon be lowered. What effects these factors may have on laws regarding alcohol on college campuses is anybody's guess, but several other states already allow alcoholic beverages to be sold on campuses.

"I think we will eventually reach the point where alcohol will be sold on campus," Timone said, pointing out that college people are continually getting older.

Tryout clinic helps hopefuls

Song leader and yell leader clinic are scheduled to begin Sunday, Jan. 30. The clinic, and subsequent ones, will be in Washburn Gym Annex.

The clinics will be divided into two sessions: one at 7 to 9 p.m. for song leaders, and a 1 to 3 p.m. session for yell leaders.

The clinics will be conducted by Ron Higgins, head yell leader, and June Kato, head song leader. Higgins and Miss Kato will be assisted by other yell leaders and songleaders on the pep squad.

Final evaluations for selecting next year's pep squad are scheduled for Saturday, March 4.

Come browse around.

Sure, you're excited about all the new fashion ideas. You want to browse. Try things on. Change your mind. Decide. And you might want to use this coupon for a $7 discount on the purchase of a Sue Britt dress.

DELLA BITTA DRESS SHOP
741 Higuera
87 of a Sue Britt dress with this ad
The newly established Ecology Action Center is allowing signs of becoming a success after just one week of business in the College Union.

According to Paul Wallis, a worker at the Ecology Center, a sizable number of people have visited the establishment each day to look around and ask questions.

"We've had all levels of folks coming in," he said. "We hope to make these people aware of their environment through their bodies and what they do."

Wallis said that a main goal of the center, which is located on the CMU mall adjacent to the bookstore, is to get people talking about their diets.

"We try to teach folks to get low on the food chain by eating less animal products and more natural foods," he said. "This helps to make better use of the land while maintaining a sort of spiritual agreement with the animals."

A main attraction of the new Ecology Center is its natural food counter. Here students may purchase assorted breads, cheeses, fruits, juice, granola, nuts, and other natural foods.

"Right now we are selling natural foods kind of on a temporary basis since it appears that the college cafeteria might be taking over this operation," he said. "The main thing is that people are doing it maybe we just made them more aware."

A current activity of the center is the production of a new class called "The Seven Natural Shrines," a course in Haiti Voodoo, Chinese massage, Tantra, natural diet, herbs, and creative healing.

Other activities promoted by the center are a tour of the Diablo Canyon power plant on Saturday, Feb. 19, and petition for the establishment of a Jopas Canyon National Wilderness Area.

On hand at the Ecology Center are numerous ecological publications such as Clear Creek, Sierra Club Magazine, and World Health and Ecology News. Other forms of literature at the center deal with housing information and public service organizations such as Hotline.

"If people are really interested in ecology, they should be expressing it," said Wallis. "If they like the ecology center idea, they should put some juice into it."

The Ecology Center currently has six or eight staff members, but regular hours, but more workers are needed.

**STUDY TOUR OF JAPAN**

**Opportunity to view corporations**

Those students embarking on the special study tour of Japan are participating in what is probably one of the most fascinating and comprehensive forms of education available: travel.

Dr. Olaf Isachsen, associate professor of Business Administration and Director, MBA program, and Dr. Howard F. Smith, professor of economics here, are organizing a two-week study tour of Japan beginning June 14.

Twelve different Japanese industries will be studied according to Isachsen. "It won't be like a regular tour," he said. "The visits are scheduled where the management has invited the group to spend some time and talk with people."

Isachsen, who has led several tours to Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and Iran, believes that it is important to get into other environments in order to gain a broader, more complete understanding of other people.

"The most important benefit of the Japan trip is to give students the opportunity to gain firsthand experience in another country," he said. "It offers a much deeper understanding of what's going on in an important country. It gives an understanding of an entirely different culture."

Isachsen said that the tour is fairly loosely structured. "It is a mixture of business and pleasure and the amount of each mixture is up to the individual," he said.

"It is planned so that a number of students can do their seminar projects on special subjects pertaining to Japan."

Visits are scheduled to companies such as the Sony Corporation, the Honda Motor Corporation, and the producers of the Washable-engined Mazda.

Industries are not only the phase of Japanese life which will be covered. "Pearl farms, national shrines, and visits to the Japanese government will be included," said Isachsen. "We want to cover the whole scope of Japanese life."

Kurt Hoffmann, a student hoping to participate, described the trip as an opportunity to see how Japanese corporations operate in relation to American businesses. "It is a great chance to have personal interviews with different executives and see how they handle their personnel, management, and marketing problems."

Wallis said that the trip cost of the tour is $900. This includes accommodations in first-class hotels, the round trip flight, all transportation in Japan except private sight-seeing, and all meals.

The study tour is sponsored in conjunction with Japan Air Lines and Japan's foreign trade offices.

**OPEN TO THE PUBLIC at WHOLESALE PRICES**

**TV-RADIO-Stere-HI FI-PARTS**

picture tubes—television & radio tubes & parts
phone needles—recording tape—test equipment
tools—writer's band equipment—monitoring equipment—
radios—transistor—speakers—encasements
Sam's photo files & technical books

**SONY TAPE RECORDERS, TV's, RADIOS**

**MID STATE Electronic Supply Inc.**

**542-2770**

1461 Monterey
San Luis Obispo
**Annual event planned**

"A Touch of Elegance" is the theme of the ROTC's 50th Annual Military Ball to be held Feb. 13 at the Madonna Inn Wine Cellar. Sponsored by Shabboard and pale, a National Honor Society, on this campus, the evening will begin with an informal cocktail hour from 6 to 7 p.m. A banquet will be served from 7 to 9 p.m. and the semi-formal dance will follow until 1:30 a.m.

**Ex-editor returns here to reminisce old days**

Things haven't changed much here in six years in David Klshiyama's opinion—it's just that the parking situation is worse now.

"It took me 30 minutes just to find a parking place," said Klshiyama, an editor of El Mustang (Mustang Daily) from 1967 to 1964, on his first visit here last Thursday after six years in the Navy.

During a seven-month Far Eastern tour, on the destroyer, Klshiyama was the editor of the 1967 "Cruise Book," the ships 88-page book.

Klshiyama can remember when El Mustang was published in the basement of what now is the Business Administration building.

The paper, bi-weekly at first, was self-supporting, averaged four pages, and came out every Tuesday and Thursday.

"There were about 7,000 students here at that time and we put out 2,000 copies of that paper with a staff of 12," he said.

At the end of this month, Klshiyama will be separated from the Navy. He plans to attend the Spring Quarter at UCLA and work on his master's degree in journalism.

"When I finish college I would like to work as a foreign correspondent for a wire service." He feels that work on a college paper hasn't changed since he was editor.

"You do a lot of hard work, you get a lot of criticism and no reward."

**Cars banned from campus?**

A bill to prohibit all motor vehicles from the campus is scheduled to be presented at the 7:30 Student Affairs Council meeting in the College Union Student Council Chambers tonight.

According to SAC Chairman Marianne Diabl, the Campus Planning Commission will receive the final verdict on their proposed tonight.

SAC members are expected to rule on Bob Kelley's system study analysis appeal. Kelley asked the council for $180 to complete his study during last week's meeting. He said he needed the money to computerize the project, which according to Kelley, would facilitate tracing all inter-relating rules or by-laws in a particular code within three minutes. His appeal was to be tabled for tonight's council.

Also on tonight's agenda is the proposal to increase the 1975-76 contingency fund from $50,000 to $20,000, reports from the campus graphic arts and the graphic arts 226.

**Pants made to a different vision**

**Levi's**

Our New Men's Dept. is Fully Stocked with Thousands of Pants.
Counseling...

(Continued from page 1)

The information we give them helps them make a decision, after which we refer them to a doctor," said Mrs. Wargnsem, a counselor here.

"We try to prepare them for what to expect."

Often, she explained, there is a question of values faced by the individual. "They are faced with a decision between the moral teachings they have been raised with versus what they believe is their own thinking."

Venereal disease is another problem covered by these organizations. Both the Health Center and the Health Clinic give examinations and distribute medication for it. The Health Department holds V.D. clinics every Tuesday morning and Friday afternoon.

"An interview is held with a nurse and tests are taken," said Peterson. If the results are positive, the patient is urged to bring in his contacts or at least give their names so that they may be treated also. The patient must come back for a follow-up examination.

All information on specific cases is strictly confidential.

TGIF controversy...

(Continued from page 1)

In the guidelines were regulations providing the direction of traffic and parking, noise control, and the distribution of liquor. Subcommittee member

Universities.

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Junior center Bob Jennings (34) is shown laying in a shot over three years as coach here. The Mustangs are resting this week in preparation for their matchup with UC Riverside.

Will pay toilets take a dump?

Boston (UPI)—Henry L. Keller told a legislative hearing Thursday his bill to outlaw pay toilets "would make life a little bit happier."

Keller, a researcher at a Boston hospital, said his moral indignation at a company's toilets "would make life a little bit happier."

"I wouldn't give a dime for the chance of this bill passing," said one observer.

Students for banking and financial services... come to Bank of America

FINANCIAL COUNSELING. Please feel free to come in and talk about your requirements. We're here to help.

SPECIAL STUDENT CHECKING ACCOUNTS adjusted to fit your school year.

BANKAMERICARD service tailored to your college needs.

INSTANT CASH and CASH ADVANCE to augment your College Checking Account.

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS with optional automatic transfer of funds from your checking account.

BANK OF AMERICA

KEVIN YUNGER

STUDENT RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE

COLLEGE SQUARE BRANCH

544-0600

Bank of America Member FDIC Matt Trust & Sav. Assoc.